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Abstract 

 

Now a day, the demand of automobile vehicles is on peak. So, it is a great challenge for automotive industries to contribute a 

powerful and efficient engine. The performance of an engine affects by various systems like fuel supply system, transmission 

system, lubrication system, cooling system etc. So, it becomes essential to account them while model an engine for improved the 

engines performance. Cooling system is one of the important systems. It also increases heat transfer and fuel economy which 

indications to increases the performance of an engine. Most internal combustion engines are fluid cooled using either a liquid or 

air coolant run through a heat exchanger (radiator) cooled by air. This review focuses on the various research papers to improve 

automobile radiator efficiency. Different research papers have applied different method. Has been studied and finalized that the 

various coolants (nanofluids), tubes, fan and core, change efficiency of radiator at different mass flow rate. From the literature 

study, it has been seen that the efficiency of the radiator has been increased through a variety of methods, out of which radiator fan 

is the most used one to improving the efficiency of radiator by modification of radiator fan and radiator tube.            

Keywords: CFD Modelling, Automotive radiator fan, Air flow distribution, and velocity contour  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Automotive engine cooling system takes care of waste heat generated during engine operation. It regulates engine surface 

temperature for engine optimum efficiency. Maximum automotive engine cooling systems consist of the radiator, pressure cap, 

cooling fan, thermostat and water pump. Radiator is the prime component of the system. Radiator is a heat exchanger that removes 

heat from engine coolant fleeting through it. Heat is transferred outside air. Radiator assembly consists of having three important 

parts core, outlet tank and inlet tank. Core has two sets of passage, a set of tubes and a set of fins Coolant flows passing through 

air flows and tubes between fins. The hot coolant sends heat through tubes to fins. 

 
Fig. 1:  

Outside air passing through between fins pickups and carries away heat. Automobile radiator is used to cool down automotive 

engine. If it’s not done different problems like knocking, cylinder deformation, piston deformation, etc. can happen. If radiator 

works perfectly cooling system will work accurately in turn engine performance will increase. Air flow optimization as it’s a very 

essential precedent in convective heat transfer by designing various panels (radiator cover, fins, core, grills, radiator fan, etc.)  
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 Nomenclature 

Al2O3 Aluminium Oxide 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

CuO Copper Oxide 

FEM Finite Element Method 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Oliet et al. (2007) studied different factors which influence radiator performance. It includes air, fin density, coolant flow and air 

inlet temperature. It is catch that heat transfer and performance of radiator strongly affected by air & coolant mass flow rate. As 

air and coolant flow increases cooling capacity also increases. When the air inlet temperature increases, the heat transfer and thus 

cooling quantity decreases. Smaller fin spacing and greater louver fin angle have higher heat transfer. Fin density may be increased 

till it blocks the air flow and heat transfer rate reduced. Sulaiman et al. (2009) use the computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

modeling simulation of air flow distribution from the automotive radiator fan to the radiator. The task undertook the model the 

geometries of the fan and its surroundings is the first step. The results show that the outlet air velocity is 10 m/s. The error of 

average outlet air velocity is 12.5 % due to difference in the tip shape of the blades. This study has shown that the CFD simulation 

is a useful tool in enhancing the design of the fan blade. In this paper this study has shown a simple solution to design a slightly 

aerodynamic shape of the fan hub.  

Chacko et al. (2005) used the concept that the efficiency of the vehicle cooling system strongly rely on the air flow towards the 

radiator core. A clear understanding of the flow pattern inside the radiator cover is required for optimizing the radiator cover shape 

to increase the flow toward the radiator core, thereby improving the thermal efficiency of the radiator. CFD analysis of the baseline 

design that was validated against test data showed that indispensable area of re-circulating flow to be inside the radiator cover. 

This recirculation reduced the flow towards the radiator core, leading to a reputation of hot air pockets close to the radiator surface 

and subsequent disgrace of radiator thermal efficiency. The CFD make able optimization led to radiator cover configuration that 

eliminated these recirculation area and increased the flow towards the radiator core by 34%. It is anticipated that this increase in 

radiator core flow would important to increase the radiator thermal efficiency. Jain et al. (2012) presented a computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) modeling of air flow to divide among several from a radiator axial flow fan used in an acid pump truck Tier4 

Repower. CFD analysis was executed for an area weighted average static pressure is variance at the inlet and outlet of the fan. 

Pressure contours, path line and velocity vectors were plotted for detailing the flow characteristics for dissimilar orientations of 

the fan blade. This study showed how the flow of air was intermittent by the hub obstruction, thereby resulting in unwanted reverse 

flow regions. The different orientation of blades was also considered while operating CFD analysis. The study revealed that a left 

oriented blade fan with counterclockwise rotation 5 performed the same as a right oriented blade fan with rotating the clockwise 

direction. The CFD results were in accord with the experimental data measured during physical testing.   

Singh et al. (2011) studied about the issues of geometric parameters of a centrifugal fan with backward- and forward-curved 

blades has been inspected. Centrifugal fans are used for improving the heat dissipation from the internal combustion engine 

surfaces. The parameters studied in this study are number of blades, outlet angle and diameter ratio. In the range of parameters 

considered, forward curved blades have 4.5% lower efficiency with 21% higher mass flow rates and 42% higher power 

consumption compared to backward curved fan. Experimental investigations suggest that engine temperature drop is significant 

with forward curved blade fan with insignificant effect on mileage. Hence, use of forward fan is recommended on the vehicles 

where cooling requirements are high. The results suggest that fan with different blades would show same an action below high-

pressure coefficient. Increase in the number of blades increases the flow coefficient follow by increase in power coefficient due to 

better flow guidance and reduced losses. 

Kumawat et al. (2014) illustrated about the axial flow fans, while incapable of increasing high pressures, they are well relevant 

for handling large volumes of air at comparatively low pressures. In general, they are low in cost, possess good efficiency and can 

have blades of airfoil shape. Axial flow fans show good efficiencies, and can to work at high static pressures if such operation is 

necessary. The presentation of an axial fan was simulated using CFD results were presented in the form of velocity vector and 

streamlines, which provided actual flow characteristics of air around the fan for different number of fan blades. The different 

parameters similar temperature, pressure, fan noise, turbulence and were also considered while performing CFD analysis. The 

study exposed that a fan with an optimum number of fan blades performed well as compared to the fan with less number of fan 

blades. In general, as a compared between the efficiency and cost, five to 12 blades are good practical solutions. Barve et al. (2014) 

illustrated about design the fan and analyze it for its strength in structure using the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the flow of 

air all side it using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approach. The design of the fan was conducted in phases, starting with 

calculating to need all dimensions followed by analytical models to prove the concept. The results obtained from the analytical 

studies determined a potential for a successful design that met greatest of the above outlined parameters. The calculations of the 

Flow Rate, Static Pressure, Velocity Vectors, and Safety in Structural were made. The structural analysis of the fan represents its 

strength structurally. The shear stress, Von-Misses stresses approve the safety of the design in structural. Torque Optimization: 

The maximum torque is optimized for the fan. Its value is 42.5 Nm.  
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Jama et al. (2014) The airflow distribution and non-uniformity across the radiator of  a full size Results from these tests have 

shown the best method for shielding the front end of the vehicle in terms of airflow equality to be the horizontal way followed by 

the vertical method. These shielding methods also produced the high average airflow velocity across the radiator which is analogous 

to better cooling. The results showed that the method to shield the front-end of a passenger vehicle would be to employ a flat 

method. This shielding method produced the high uniform cooling airflow distribution matched to the other methods. By extension 

it should also produce the lesser reduction in cooling capacity for a given intake area. Leong et al.  (2010) described use of Nano 

fluids based coolant in the engine cooling system and its effect on cooling capacity. It is found that Nano-fluid having higher 

thermal conductivity than base coolant like 50% water and 50% ethylene glycol. It increases heat transfer. So for same heat transfer, 

radiator core area can be decreased matched to base one. It finds better solution to minimize area. Thermal performance of a 

radiator using Nano fluids is increased with increase in pumping power required compared to same radiator using ethylene glycol 

as coolant. Sai et al. (2014) an experimental study of performance of Al2O3 Nano fluid in a car radiator was studied in the present 

work. Nano fluids were tested in a car radiator by varying the percentage of nanoparticles mix with the water. Pure water is used 

in a radiator and its performance was studied. Al2O3 Nano particles are mixed with the water in 0.025%, 0.05% and 0.1% volume 

concentration and the performance was studied. The performance comparison has made between pure water and Nano fluids tested 

in a radiator. The convective heat transfer performance and flow characteristics of Al2O3 nanofluids flowing in an automotive 

radiator have been experimentally investigated. Impotent increase in heat transfer was observed with the used different volume 

foci of nanoparticles mixed with water. The experimental result have shown that the heat transfer enhancement was about 4.56% 

for 0.025% Al2O3 nanofluid at 80ºC and this is about 12.4% for 0.1% Al2O3 nanofluid at 80ºC.The results have shown that Al2O3 

nanofluid has a high potential for hydrodynamic flow and heat transfer enhancement in an automotive radiator. 

Trivedi et al. (2012) illustrated the effect of pitch tube for best configured radiator for optimum presentation. Heat transfer 

increases as the surface area of the radiator core is increased. This leads to change the geometry by modifying the order of tubes 

in automotive radiator to increase the surface area for greater heat transfer. The modification in order of tubes in radiator is carried 

out by studying the effect of tube pitch by CFD analysis. Results Shows that as the tube pitch this decreased or increased than 

optimum pitch of tubes, the heat transfer rate increases. So it can suggest that optimum efficiency is coming at the pitch of 12 mm.  

Yadav et al. (2011) presented parametric study on automotive radiator. In the action evaluation, a radiator is installed into a test 

setup. The various parameters including inlet coolant temperature, mass flow rate of coolant, and etc. are varied. Following remarks 

are observed during learning. Influence of coolant mass flow cooling capacity of the radiator has straightforward relation with the 

coolant flow rate. With an increase in the value of cooling flow rate, corresponding increase in the value of the effectiveness and 

cooling capacity. Influence of coolant inlet temperature is increase in the inlet temperature of the coolant the cooling capacity of 

the radiator increases. Bozorgan et al. (2012) This paper presented a numerical investigation of the use of copper oxide water 

nanofluid as a coolant in a radiator of Chevrolet Suburban IC engine with a given heat exchange and pumping power for CuO-

water capacity. The local convective overall heat transfer coefficients Nano fluid at different volume fractions (0.1% to 2%) was 

of the coolant Reynolds number and the studied under turbulent flow conditions. Also the effects automotive speed on the radiator 

performance are consider in the work. The simulation results indicate that the total heat transfer coefficient of Nano fluid is better 

than that of water alone and therefore the total heat transfer area of the radiator can be decrees. Nguyen et al. (2007) studied we 

have experimentally studied the heat transfer enhancement delivered  by a particular nanofluid, Al2O3 water mixture, for a water 

closed system that is destined for cooling of microprocessors and another heated electronic components. Data obtained for distilled 

water and Nano fluid with various component concentrations, namely 0.95% and 2.2% & 4.5% have eloquently shown that the 

use of such a Nano fluid appears especially advantageous for cooling of heated component. For the particular concentration of 

4.5%, a heat transfer improvement as much as 23% with respect to that of distilled water has been achieved. 

Satyamkumar et al. (2006) in this cooling system of automotive engine the water is evaporate at more temperature, so we need 

to add water and also water is low capacity of absorb the heat. By using nano fluids in radiator alternative of water, we can improve 

the thermal efficiency of the radiator. So cooling effect of the radiator is improve and the overall efficiency of engine willpower 

increased. As heat transfer can be improving by nanofluids, in Automotive radiators can be made energy efficient and compact. 

Vajjha et al. (2010) have been numerically studied a 3D laminar flow and heat transfer with two different nanofluid, Al2O3 and 

CuO, in the ethylene glycol/water mixture circulating through the flat tubes of an automotive radiator to evaluate their control over 

the base fluid. Convective heat transfer coefficient along the flat tubes with the nanofluid flow air considerable improvement over 

the base fluid. Peyghambarzadeh et al. (2011) have recently investigated the application of Al2O3/water nanofluids in the radiator 

by calculating the tube side heat transfer co-efficient. They have recorded the interesting enhancement of 45% contrasting with the 

pure water application under highly turbulent flow condition. Peyghambarzadeh et al. have used diverse base fluids including pure 

water, pure ethylene glycol and their binary mixtures with Al2O3 nanoparticles and once again it was proved that nanofluids 

enhances the cooling efficiency of the car radiator extensively. Kim et al. (2009) Investigated effect of nanofluids on the 

performances of convective heat transfer coefficient of a circular straightforward tube having laminar and turbulent flow with 

consistent heat flux. This studied have create that the convective heat transfer coefficient of alumina nanofluids enhanced in 

comparison to base fluid by 15% & 20% in laminar and turbulent flow, separately. This showed that the thermal boundary layer 

played a dominant role in the laminar flow while thermal conductivity played a dominant role in turbulent flow. Be that as it may 

no development in convection heat transfer coefficient was noticed for amorphous molecule nanofluids. Naraki et al. (2013) found 

that thermal conductivity of CuO/water nanofluids much higher than that of base liquid water. Author found that the total heat 

transfer coefficient increases with the improvement in the nanofluid focus from (0 - 0.4) vol. %. Conversely, the enactment of 
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nanofluid increases the overall heat exchange coefficient up to 8% at nanofluid focus of 0.4 vol % incomparison with the base 

fluid. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Different kinds of engine cooling system has been studied by researchers through experimental and numerical analysis. The Liquid 

and air cooling system are two important characteristics of the cooling process. In air cooling system by modifying the fins and 

radiator shape, the radiator cooling capacity can be improved. While in the liquid cooling system by modifying the radiator tubes, 

fins, core, fan and coolant (nanofluid), the radiator cooling capacity can be improved. Out of these the liquid cooling system 

transfer the heat at maximum level while comparing the air cooling system. From the literature it has been found that to improve 

the air flow distribution of radiator  by changing the number of  fan blades and blades angle. 
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